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TRANSFORMATION

Three myths regarding transgender identity have led to conflicting laws and policies that adversely affect transgender people

IN RECENT YEARS transgender legal issues have gained increasing visibility. Legislatures of several states, cities, and counties have passed laws forbidding discrimination on the basis of gender identity and enhancing punishments for violent crimes motivated by bias based on gender identity. At the same time, courts have struggled with cases involving transgender litigants that include questions of parental rights, marriage recognition, immigration issues, employment discrimination, prisoners' rights, juvenile justice, foster care, identity documentation, and more. Many of the legal battles that are being fought address transgender identities and focus on determinations by courts of a transgender litigant's legal gender, rights to access transgender healthcare, or fitness as a parent.

Three key myths of transgender identity are producing many problematic and sometimes controversial laws, policies, and decisions. As a result of these myths, laws affecting transgender populations are inconsistent and conflicting, resulting in the devastating marginalization of transgender people from employment and social services. These issues cannot adequately be addressed through a traditional antidiscrimination framework. Reducing the legal and policy barriers to transgender survival will require not just the addition of laws prohibiting discrimination on the basis of gender identity and expression but also significant changes in the law regarding the regulation and administration of gender categories.

While these issues have been addressed for decades in the administrative systems of many jurisdictions, the resulting policies often contradict one another and lead to irreconcilable conflicts for individuals who are subject to divergent policies and laws simultaneously. In part, the reforms of the last four decades that produced new rules recognizing transgender identities relied on new myths and misunderstandings that offered only limited relief to the legal marginalization of transgender people. For that reason, engaging in legal reform work that is primarily focused on inclusion and recognition may not be enough. Building a larger vision of the administration of gender categories is necessary for increasing the life chances of trans people. Understanding that injustice faced by trans
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people stems not only from bias and discrimination but also from structural exclusions based on how gender is regulated by law reveals the significant transformative potential of this area of law.

There are likely innumerable myths, stereotypes, and misunderstandings about transgender people that contribute to discrimination, marginalization, and violence. However, in addressing the obstacles arising from laws and policies, three key myths stand out as regularly generating exclusions and difficulties for trans populations. These myths are not consistent with one another and with many others to which they are related. Still, the burden of these inconsistencies fall on those who are oppressed rather than on those enforcing damaging regulatory frameworks.

**Myth #2: Transgender people do not exist.**

Behind laws, policies, and administrative practices that deny basic recognition to trans people in a variety of contexts lies the myth that transgender people do not exist. One of these areas is identity documentation. When ID-issuing agencies refuse to change the gender marker on an ID, they are operating on the idea that birth-assigned gender should be permanent and no accommodation is necessary for those for whom such an assignment does not match their lived experience of gender. An example of these policies includes the Tennessee statute prohibiting the change of gender markers on birth certificates for people born in that state. An example of jurisprudence that relies on this myth is *Littleton v. Prange*, in which the judge, despite the fact that Christie Lee Littleton had changed the gender on her birth certificate, determined that she would not be considered female for purposes of marriage, and thus her marriage was not valid. The phrasing of the judge’s opening paragraphs was a giveaway of what authority he planned to use to deny the validity of the marriage. He asked, “[I]f a person’s gender immutably fixed by our Creator at birth?” and answered the question at the end of the opinion, writing, “Christie was created and born a male....There are some things we cannot will into being. They just are.”

This myth is also visible in the policies of many institutions that use sex segregation to organize their residential programs. The common policy in U.S. prisons of placing people in sex-segregated facilities based on birth-assigned gender, which is one factor leading to the high rates of sexual assault of transgender prisoners, refuses recognition of transgender existence by insisting that birth-assigned gender is the only relevant criteria for placement. Similarly, the majority of homeless shelter systems in the United States have no written policies regarding the placement of trans residents and therefore enforce this myth in their daily operations by placing people according to birth-assigned gender. Some jurisdictions—such as New York City, San Francisco, Washington, D.C., and Boston—have adopted policies explicitly stating that transgender people should be able to access homeless shelters based on current gender. These jurisdictions are still in the minority. For many transgender people, this means that seeking shelter means becoming a target for harassment and assault in a large facility. This results in chronic homelessness for many who are afraid to face such conditions.

Sex segregation in youth services is similarly reliant on a model of birth-assigned gender that refuses recognition of transgender youth. When foster care group homes consistently place transgender youth according to birth-assigned gender rather than current gender identity, high rates of running away occur. This is a major contributor to the high incidence of homelessness among transgender youth, which in turn creates barriers to education, healthcare, and employment. Homelessness among youth also contributes to their involvement in criminal activities to survive, such as sex work, drug sales, theft, and other crimes of poverty, such as trespassing, loitering, and sleeping outside. These activities by homeless youth can result in their placement in juvenile justice systems. Like foster care systems, juvenile justice systems regularly place youth based on birth-assigned gender, which makes transgender youth highly vulnerable to harassment and assault and concomitant mental and physical health problems. These placement issues are also prevalent in schools, where trans youth face problems because schools will not allow them to wear clothing associated with their current gender or use bathrooms or locker rooms associated with their current gender.

The obstacles create a hostile environment in the school for transgender youth, in which their identities are denied by those in authority. This leads to high levels of harassment and attrition.

The myth that birth-assigned gender is the only gender identity that can be recognized also motivates judicial decisions in which courts deny legal name changes to transgender people based on the assertion that such a name change may allow the petitioner to engage in fraud. Changing one’s name is a broad right in the United States, with restrictions generally limited to preventing people from using name changes to defraud creditors or escape criminal prosecution, marital obligations, or child support. However, some judges still deny transgender people’s name-change petitions based on the belief that allowing a person to change from a traditionally feminine name to a traditionally masculine name or vice versa is somehow facilitating fraud. This belief that transgender people’s gender identities are fraudulent or false and that legal obstacles to articulating such an identity publicly should be upheld by judges is based in a fundamental notion that birth-assigned gender is the only “true” gender an individual can have and that transgender identity is not recognizable or legitimate.

Such thinking is also visible in some parental rights cases, in which judges invalidate the parental rights of transgender parents who are not the genetic parent of the children in question. In *Kantaras v. Kantaras*, the Florida Court of Appeals reversed a circuit court ruling that the father, Michael Kantaras, a transgender man, was the legal parent of the children. Michael’s former wife knew he was transgender when they married, but when Michael filed for divorce, she attacked the validity of their 10-year marriage—and Michael’s history as a legal parent to the couple’s two children—based solely on Michael’s transgender history. The circuit court issued a lengthy opinion finding that the marriage was valid and Michael was legally male, but the court of appeals reversed. Thus, despite the fact that the children had been conceived during marriage using a sperm donor—a technique that any couple who could not conceive might use—and despite the fact that several states have explicit case law recognizing heterosexual marriages involving transgender people, the Florida court articulated the belief that birth-assigned gender is controlling and transgender identity did not merit legal recognition. In the case of Michael Kantaras, this meant that no number of agreements he had made with his wife and the sperm donor, or anything else, could protect his parental rights.

The myth that transgender people’s identities are fraudulent, false, or legally insignificant, and that all people should be regarded solely through the lens of their birth gender, arises in all of these contexts with harsh consequences. These can include, at a minimum, prison rape, homelessness, lack of access to education, the termination of parental rights, and myriad forms of harassment and violence. Opposition to this myth, and the assertion that transgender people exist and should be recognized in their current gender identities, has been articulated in cultural, medical, and legal arenas with increasing frequency in the past 60 years.

The growing discourse in the United States about this topic and the attendant controversy about trans recognition gained visibility during the 1950s, when Christine Jorgenson became a celebrity based on the media cov-
The most obvious example of the codification of medical evidentiary requirements for recognition of transgender people's current identities are the gender reclassification rules used by ID-issuing agencies and institutions.

Seek to win recognition of transgender people's identities and show that those identities are "real" through medical verification. Unfortunately, this line of thinking produced a new myth that has created its own obstacles for transgender people.

**Myth #2: Trans people can only be understood or recognized through medical authority.**

Medical narratives have been a key tool in the legitimization and recognition of trans identities in the last half century. They also have produced hundreds of laws and policies and countless incidences of individual exercises of authority by government workers, employers, and others that make recognition for trans people conditioned on the production of medical evidence. Some of these policies and laws are formal and explicit, with particular medical evidence, such as proof of having undergone a particular treatment, required by an agency or institution for a gender marker to be changed in their records. Other instances of the enforcement of this myth occur on a case-by-case basis, because the basic idea that transgender people need to have undergone some kind of surgery in order to "really" be the new gender is so widely believed that employers, government employees, coworkers, social contacts, media, and others use it as an inconsistent and arbitrary standard in a wide variety of circumstances.

This myth is problematic for several reasons. First, its enforcement is very inconsistent, with different medical evidence being required in different contexts. The result is that people often are classified as male in some settings and female in others. These inconsistencies in documentation and classification lead to obstacles for transgender people in employment, health care, interactions with police, and in commercial activities. When identity documents are required, these inconsistencies can lead to "outing" transgender people and making them vulnerable to discrimination, harassment, and violence.

Moreover, this myth is also highly problematic because it is based on a misunderstanding of transgender healthcare. The cultural belief that transgender people are defined by undergoing certain treatments, particularly surgical treatments, and cannot be considered to have become the new gender until having undergone such treatment, is incorrect. In fact, gender-confirming healthcare constitutes individualized treatment that differs according to the medical needs and preexisting conditions of individual transgender people. Some transgender people undergo no medical care related to their expression of a gender identity that differs from their birth-assigned sex. Others undergo only hormone therapy treatment or any of a number of surgical procedures.

There are several reasons that the majority of transgender people do not undergo surgeries. Most obviously, people have different aims and desires for their bodies and express gendered characteristics in the ways that make the most sense to those needs and desires. For those who wish to enhance the masculinization or feminization of their appearance, changing external gender expressions such as hairstyle, clothing, and accessories is often an effective, affordable, and noninvasive way to alter how they are perceived in day-to-day life. For those who seek medical treatment, the most common medical treatment is not surgery but masculinizing or feminizing hormone therapy, which is an effective step for enhancing feminine or masculine secondary sex characteristics (voice, facial hair, breast tissue, muscle mass). For surviving daily life—work, school, street interactions—these external markers of gender are far more important than genital sta...
records. All have policies and practices for addressing gender reclassification in their systems. In the last 40 years, many of these agencies and institutions formulated written policies that include medical evidence requirements. Interestingly, these policies are wildly inconsistent in their requirements, not only between the states but even between different agencies within the same state, city, or county.

For example, California’s gender change policy for birth certificates requires the applicant to show that he or she has undergone any of a variety of gender confirmation surgeries,24 which could include chest surgery (breast enhancement for trans women or mastectomy and reconstruction for trans men), tracheal shave (“Adam’s Apple” reduction), phalloplasty (removal of the penis), orchiectomy (removal of the testicles), vaginoplasty (creation of a vagina), hysterectomy (removal of internal pelvic organs), or any one of a range of other gender-related surgeries. When addressing birth certificate gender reclassification, New York City and New York State each require genital surgery. However, their genital surgery requirements differ entirely. People born in New York City are required to provide evidence that they have undergone phalloplasty or vaginoplasty, while people born in New York State must provide evidence that they have undergone phalloplasty or hysterectomy and mastectomy.25 The fact that two jurisdictions issuing birth certificates in the same state have come up with entirely different requirements for recognition of gender change alone attests to the inconsistency in this area.

Gender reclassification policies also often tie recognition to the ability to show that other identity documents have already been changed. Massachusetts, for example, will only change DMV ID when an applicant shows both proof of surgery (unspecif id) and a birth certificate indicating the new gender. For people born in Tennessee, which does not change birth records, and living in Massachusetts, this would be an impossibility.26 Further, gender reclassification policies often include requirements of recognition by other agencies or institutions.

The SSA’s policy requires genital surgery but is nonspecific regarding which surgeries will be accepted.25 Some DMV gender reclassification policies—such as those of Colorado, New York, and the District of Columbia—do not require evidence of surgery but still require medical documentation in the form of a doctor’s letter attesting that the person is transgender and is living in the new gender.26

The results of these varying medical evidentiary requirements by ID-issuing organizations are several. Many transgender people, depending on which state they live in and which state they were born in, cannot get any ID that matches their current gender or can only get some pieces of ID that match current gender, meaning that when an employer or someone else needs to see multiple pieces of ID they will be outed as having a prior gender marker. Not being able to obtain corrected ID can lead to unemployment, difficulty in interactions with the police (including discrimination and violence),27 problems entering age-barred venues or purchasing age-barred products, accusations of fraud in a variety of situations, traveling difficulties, and other complications.

Additionally, recent law and policy changes at the federal level have focused on making increasing comparisons between databases of different ID-issuing agencies such as the SSA and the various DMVs, or using SSA records to confirm employment eligibility. These policies seek to find people with mismatching information on various types of records. Many transgender people have gotten caught up in these “no match” problems due to having mismatching gender markers on different IDs due to ID-issuing agencies having different rules regarding gender marker correction.28

The belief that the recognition of trans people’s gender identities requires medical verification is also reflected in case law. Cases in which courts have recognized a trans person’s heterosexual marriage frequently focus on the person’s successful completion of various surgical interventions.29 Cases in which courts have affirmed that transgender people are covered by antidiscrimination laws often rely on a medical component for trans identity,30 although cases in which courts have found transgender people outside the ambit of antidiscrimination laws have also, at times, relied on a medical framework.31

In general, the association between transgender identity and medical care, especially surgery, is so common that judges frequently use it as the primary paradigm for thinking about trans people’s identities regardless of whether they decide in favor of a transgender litigant or not. The codification of this myth into law means that even the well-intentioned work that some lawmakers, judges, and advocates do to increase transgender recognition and overcome Myth #1 has no beneficial impact on the majority of trans people who do not or cannot have surgery, or not the particular surgery a given rule is based upon, as part of their gender expression.

Myth #3: Trans people’s gender-confirming healthcare is not legitimate medicine.

The third myth that causes major obstacles in law and policy for transgender people claims that gender-confirming healthcare for transgender people is not legitimate medicine. This myth can be seen in the policies and practices of a variety of private and public entities that provide or insure healthcare.32 State Medicaid programs and private insurers often have explicit exclusions of this care in their policies. If they do not, they reject individual claims on a case-by-case basis.33 Additionally, state and federal programs that are responsible for providing healthcare for people in their custody, such as foster care programs, juvenile justice programs,34 and prisons,35 frequently deny gender-confirming care either in a written policy or in an unwritten blanket practice.

The denial of gender-confirming healthcare, along with the incorrect assumption that most transgender people undergo surgery, results in several negative consequences. First, the inability to receive this care has severe health consequences for those who need it. Depression, anxiety, and suicide are commonly linked to the unmet need for gender-confirming medical care.36 According to the few studies that have been done on the issue, HIV rates are also extremely high among transgender people.37 One study found sero-prevalence in 63 percent of African American trans women.38 A contributing factor to this may be that many people seek treatments on the black market and receive care without medical supervision because it is not available through more legitimate means. This avenue to care may result in inappropriate dosage, nerve damage, and HIV and hepatitis infection resulting from injections without medical supervision or clean needles.39

Additionally, research has shown that the inability to receive appropriate healthcare may be a contributing factor to the high rates of incarceration of transgender youth and adults.40 Indeed, overrepresentation in the juvenile and adult criminal justice systems is an ongoing issue for the transgender population. Factors contributing to this overrepresentation include participation in black market transgender healthcare and, more broadly, participation in criminalized activity such as sex work to survive.41 This occurs for several reasons. Most centrally, many transgender people turn to informal or illegal economies to get by due to high levels of unemployment, homelessness, and poverty stemming from discrimination and economic marginalization. Transgender imprisonment may also be elevated because of a widespread trend of police profiling that has been documented in the United States.42

Finally, transgender imprisonment is also bolstered by lack of access to alternatives to incarceration. For example, many nonprofit drug treatment programs refuse transgender applicants, sometimes based on an assertion that they lack the experience or expertise to
serve transgender people. In most states, such policies of exclusion are not forbidden by antidiscrimination law. Even those programs that admit transgender defendants typically are segregated by sex and use gender reclassification policies that prevent transgender people from being placed in gender-appropriate settings. Transgender people are at a disadvantage for succeeding in such therapeutic programs when their gender identities are denied and birth-assigned, gender-based rules such as dress codes are applied to them. The result is that these alternative programs are less accessible to the transgender population.

These three myths operate across the spectrum of law and policy and through daily enforcement by individuals often acting on a belief, correct or incorrect, that the law supports their actions to marginalize transgender people. The obstacles to income, housing, social services, public spaces and facilities, educational opportunity, and emergency services created by the simultaneous operation of these myths impede the opportunities and ultimately shorten the life spans of transgender people. In every context in which the myths are at play, clear and straightforward solutions exist that require changing rules about how gender categories are enforced by laws, policies, and practices to reduce the impact on trans people.

Antidiscrimination laws, unfortunately, do not sufficiently address these issues. Discrimination certainly describes some of the conditions faced by transgender people, such as the denial of employment or housing based on bias and stereotype. Still, the framework of discrimination does not adequately address all the concerns. Questions of whether and when gender should be used in government record-keeping, on IDs, and to segregate people in various facilities, and what criteria should institutions use to determine who qualifies for membership in a given gender category, remain untouched even when a jurisdiction passes an antidiscrimination law. The existence of trans people raises these questions and has resulted in extensive, though inconsistent, policy reform that has brought some relief as well as some increased hurdles to those navigating gender reclassification issues. Similarly, questions of whether the gender-confirming healthcare regularly provided to nontransgender people will be provided to transgender people under various private insurance and state healthcare coverage programs are not addressed by antidiscrimination laws.

These questions remain hotly contested, especially when healthcare is paid for by public funds. They raise fundamental issues about how trans identities are seen and to what degree gender is a matter of personal deter-

mination or expression rather than regulation. Moreover, they involve the types of gender expectations that employers, government programs, and schools are permitted to have and enforce. Trans law reform projects must go beyond celebrating the passage of antidiscrimination laws to focus on a range of controversies that disrupt the law's most basic acceptance of and reliance upon traditional categories of maleness and femaleness. Individuals misidentified by these categorizations, those who contest their assigned categories, or those who experience multiple and conflicting assignments bring into stark relief the instability of the system of gender classification itself.

With a half-century of attempts to modify the rules of gender classification, it appears that the time has come for a deeper level of change. Tinkering with the rules of classification to allow some people permission to be reclassified has not resolved the many injustices still experienced by transgender people. It may be necessary to inquire whether gender performs the labor it is assumed to perform in various regulatory systems. To resolve these issues, reliance on gender as a method of identity classification and verification must be reduced or eliminated. 
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